Appendix A

Organizer Boundaries Defined
Train & Multiply® is a set of training materials distributable through an unbroken chain of Direct, Active, and Personal
Accountability.
Please understand that the various Train & Multiply® agreements are part of a global strategy, which is intended to achieve
improved and effective results in church planting and multiplication for Kingdom growth. The definitions of the “Organizer”
help fulfill this strategy for effective ministry.
Organizers who have received training and coaching on how to use Train & Multiply® should name responsible coordinators
who will keep churches reproducing after the initial T&M® trainees have started churches. With these responsible coordinators
you will see more positive results. To keep the multiplication of churches going, Organizers must ensure timely training and
coaching of pastoral workers. Those who misuse the materials by using them as reading materials without supplying training
and coaching will not see positive results for church multiplication. Organizers who provide accountability through coaching
on the use of T&M® will keep the chain unbroken.
Accountability, in this sense, does not refer to the lines of command within an organization itself, nor to a distant supervisor,
base leader or regional director. The Organizer who does little more than provide materials to all teams, or groups over a large
geographic area will not reach church multiplication goals. T&M® Organizer License Agreements are issued to individuals.
Our intention is not to issue them to organizations, denominations or groups, but to individuals who may be part of any of
these and who act according to our limits as defined.
Organizers must foster active and direct accountability in ministry for all those they mentor at the field level. In this way, even
the most remote leader/pastoral worker in the training chain for multiplication have someone who listens sympathetically, who
answers questions and provides guidance for all T&M® training and concerns. The Organizer ensures that trainers they have
trained also remain actively, integrally, and vitally involved with the church planting effort, especially with those who are doing
it “on the field”. Organizers must maintain strong relationships and active, working communications with pastoral workers.
The answer to whether someone can receive a full set or partial set of Train & Multiply® materials to use is governed by the
Organizer License Agreement. Under this License Agreement only an Authorized T&M Trainer, an Organizer, or someone who
is in a direct chain of mentoring with an Organizer can provide materials to someone else for use in the active ministry where
direct accountability is maintained. In other words an Organizer, who is under contract, can have Train & Multiply® materials
freely distributed, in unlimited quantities, to those who are accountable in ministry to the Organizer. This can extend very far,
but there must be a direct, active, and personal accountability. If there is no such accountability, then anyone who wants to
obtain, use, or distribute Train & Multiply® materials must enter into their own Organizer License Agreement.

I hereby declare that I have read, understand, and agree with the Organizer Boundaries Defined, which forms part
of this License Agreement.

Organizer’s Signature: ___________________________________

Date: _______________________

Full Name (Printed): ______________________________________________________________________
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